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Mee Seva: Rhetoric to Reality
“You must be the change you wish to see in the world . . .”
– Mahatma Gandhi
Appaiah, a 26 year old carpenter, was over the moon when he was blessed with a baby boy. Two
days later, while he was sharing the joy with some of his relatives, someone told him that it was
necessary to get a birth certificate for his kid. The same evening he rushed to the hospital to get hold
of his son’s birth certificate. However the hospital management informed him that they had already
sent the new born details to the concerned ward office and hence asked him to visit the ward office
for the same.
The next day, after informing his fellow workers that he would be late for work, Appaiah rushed to
the ward office. To his surprise he found that the office doors were closed even at 10 a.m. He waited
there for what it seemed like eternity to him. Towards 11a.m., he saw some of the officers walking in
to the office. Although he approached them with his request, they dismissed his mentioning that he
had not approached the right person. Finally when he was about to leave, disappointed and
disheartened, a sly looking attender approached him offering help. Though he asked a tip for his
help, he assured him that he would get the job done for him in 2 days’ time. Half-heartedly, Appaiah
paid the amount for that help and left for his work.
Two days later he again walked up to the office and asked the attender about the Birth certificate.
The attender introduced Appaiah to an officer and told him that the officer would help him with the
document. As Appaiah started discussing about his concern, the attender reached up to his ears and
whispered that he should give the officer appropriate tips. He then silently left the room, leaving
Appaiah and Officer to discuss in private.
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The officer helped Appaiah fill a document, which he said was necessary for processing the
application. Appaiah was also asked to pay a certain amount as application fee. He paid that along
with the appropriate tip. Once the procedures were completed he left the office. As instructed by the
officer, he went after 10 days to collect the printed certificate. However he found that the concerned
officer was on leave. He returned home empty handed.
After 5 days Appaiah went to the office again to meet the officer. The officer welcomed him with a
warm smile and informed him that he had done the work. He searched for Appaiah’s file on his table,
which was cluttered with tons and millions of files. However, even after searching for around ten
minutes, the officer could not find the document. The officer then asked him to come back on some
other day as he felt that he had wasted enough time searching the document. When Appaiah
expressed his disappointment, the officer shot a cold threatening look and dismissed him with a
wave of his hands.
He visited the office again after 10 days and got the certificate from the officer. He was neither
dissatisfied nor irritated, but was happy that he no longer needed to bear such torture anymore. He
had spent a considerable amount of money from his pocket for the certificate. In addition to that, he
had also taken breaks from work to meet the officer. But what bothered him most, was the
inconvenience he had to bear even after spending so much money and time!
Appaiah walked back to his home thanking his stars for putting an end to the torture. He, by that
time, had already decided that he would never ever go to Government offices/officers again.
His was not a unique case, but a very common one during the times when the Government service
delivery systems were manual and opaque. Approaching government offices/officials for getting
their tasks/requests done/processed were one of the worst nightmares citizens had at that time.
Scenes of overcrowded government offices with unfriendly employees, chronic absenteeism, long
queues, resultant delays and rent seeking behaviors were common during those times. Besides, the
focus in administration was more on following procedures and keeping the records than catering to
the needs of citizens.

2010-11
The government did run numerous welfare benefit schemes for citizens and being a developing
country, the citizen’s dependency on such schemes were very high. However, as most of the
requests were processed in paper form, there were alarming discrepancies in way the requests were
processed and the way the data was maintained and recorded. There was a wide spread criticism
that the government and government processes soaked in red-tapism and corruption.
Government records like land records, registration records, birth/death registrations, municipal
permissions etc., which were essential aids in getting benefits under various welfare programs
remained archived in unidentifiable sheaths and bundles of papers. File retrieval was a timeconsuming and tedious process. Since majority of the citizens who claimed social benefits belonged
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to the disadvantaged sections of the society, they often became mute spectators to the constant
ignominy that heaped upon them.
During those days the power of IT was primarily under-utilized and most of the departments had
ineffective interfaces for service delivery to the citizens. Government employees too were not
satisfied as the system induced drudgery and lack of occupational motivation were affecting their
overall productivity.
Though eSeva, GoAP initiated project in 2001, was providing bill payment services pertaining to
various Government Departments and Private Organizations in urban parts of the State, it still was
not serving the citizens in the way they wanted. e-Seva succeeded in reducing the drudgery of billpayments, but it still functioned like a 'post-office', accepting applications, sending by post to the
concerned office, receiving back and then handing over to the citizens without any integrated
service delivery model.
Appaiah had already lost his faith in government. Like Appaiah, many others too were losing their
faith in government and Government Systems. The Government was also confused and was looking
out for options to serve citizens better.

2011-12
The early months of the financial year witnessed many isolated as well as unified citizen movements.
The need for a transparent and efficient governance mechanism acted as a catalyst for most of these
campaigns. One such was the Anna Hazare’s campaign, demanding a clear transparent citizen centric
government.
The ripples of such campaigns hit even the remotest corners of the nation. The need for the
government to do something unique and citizen centric became the dire need of the hour. As the
Government realized the gravity of the situation, the time witnessed many high level brain storming
sessions and meetings. The agenda was simple and clear: Address and at the same time come up
with a solution for the nagging issue.
Even during this time many state as well as DeitY initiatives were getting into shape. However, they
were following their own course of time. In the state of Andhra Pradesh, the situations took a
dramatic shift when the Chief Minister Kiran Kumar Reddy himself took the reins. Following his
directives, a set of key officials, both from CMO (Chief Minister Office) and State IT & C Department,
started working together towards a common goal. The following days witnessed many more high
level meetings and sessions.
The team worked out an idea and the initial attentions were completely focused on streamlining the
concept and approach. However, as the ideas graduated to the next level, the team started facing
many challenging questions. At one stage, it even felt that the whole idea would collapse even
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before taking off! But three key factors, patience, expertise and dedication, relentlessly churned the
process forward.
The team came out with a Governance Reforms and Public Management Strategy, which was
designed to address the concern that was prevailing. The strategy focused on commitment,
accountability, responsiveness and inclusiveness of the governance systems. The approach also
aimed at establishing an accountable and transparent public administration system, which could
ensure effective service delivery to the citizens. Based on these, a prototype was prepared and
presented to Chief Minister.
The origin of Category A & Category B Services
Though he liked the concept and the idea behind it, he noted that the approach/concept still didn’t
allow citizens to avail services at one go. He demanded that the concept should aim at delivering
services to citizens in mere 15 minutes, that too across the counter. That statement changed the
whole outlook about the concept. It became the game changing statement. From that moment, the
officials got a new direction to look forward to, a new destiny to sail to and they burned their mid
night lamps again.
In a few days’ time, they came up with a striking new concept of categorizing the services based on
their service delivery time. And this gave birth to the concept of Category A1 and Category B2 (See
Exhibit 1). However, they soon realized that making Category A service a reality was a herculean task.
To deliver a service across the counter, the data pertaining to the query should already be readily
available on the system. Besides, those data should already be verified as well. So the next step was
crystal clear. Update, verify and digitally sign the data!
The officials chose Revenue department as their pilot. However, convincing department officials was
not an easy task. To tackle this, Inter departmental coordination meetings with key Departments
were conducted to ensure that they are on board right from the inception. At the same time they
also realized that the entire time cannot be spend on one activity alone, but on many activities as
well. Hence multiple processes were initiated in a parallel manner. While one division of the team
worked on developing the software, another worked on cleaning and updating databases, and yet
another worked on digitally signing/bulk signing the databases, issuing digital certificates to the
officials etc. Gradually, the ideas were gaining wings to fly.
Meanwhile on the other side, the campaigns and movements continued to shake the government
and the governing bodies. There was even a wide criticism that the state was working on utopian
concepts rather than addressing the real problems of the society. However, all these criticisms and
campaigns came to a halt when Chief Minister, on 04 November 2011, finally launched his dream
concept, Mee Seva.
1

Category A services are those services which are delivered across the counter in 15 minutes
Category B ones are those which required verification

2
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Mee Seva
Born on 04 November 2011, in Chittoor district, as a result of a great revolution, Mee Seva3 had a
great responsibility to shoulder. While the expectations were gazing at the horizon, the critics were
waiting for a reason to burn it down to ashes. All it needed, at that moment, was a leadership to
steer it towards a bright looking horizon.
From then, Mee Seva had never looked back. What followed was a dream cruise and Mee Seva rose
up to expectations and beyond and finally etched a name and fame for itself in the country and in the
history. It revolutionized the entire way by which the Government serves its Citizens.
The Initial Hiccups
One of the most challenging tasks IT & C had during the initial days of Mee Seva was to establish Mee
Seva as a citizen’s one stop e-governance shop. The department conducted a baseline study and
learned that the initiative would not survive unless they bring all the departments under the ambit of
Mee Seva and make it popular among citizens.
As an initial step, IT & C identified the government departments which had high public interfaces, like
Revenue, Police, Urban Local Bodies, Health, Education, Social welfare, Rural Development etc., and
initiated discussions with them. At the same time they also deployed teams to learn the issues and
problems faced by the citizens while accessing information/services/benefits from these
departments. The directions to the teams were very simple and clear: learn the ground realities
rather than understanding the superficial reasons.
Studies done by the teams revealed that the large demand and lack of transparency had resulted in
wide spread corruption and breeding of large number of unauthorized agents and touts. As a result,
at many places, these unauthorized touts had created a monopolistic environment and were looting
citizens.
Standardization & ESD Rules
To curb these and to ensure that the requests were processed only through authorized channels, IT
& C decided to standardize the entire delivery channels across the state. Subsequently, all the
authorized/recognized delivery channels, including CSCs, APOnline centers etc, were converted into
Mee Seva centers. These centers, both in rural and urban, followed a uniform look and feel, same
process models and delivery mechanisms and also were run by self-employed youth. These youths,
besides eking their livelihood, provided a decentralized self-governance backbone to the
administrative system. These multiple service delivery points, which were run by youths, redefined
the governance and brought in strict adherence to citizen charter time limits.
3

Mee Seva in Telugu means ‘At your service’, i.e. service to citizens.
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In addition to these, the state also came up with ESD rules. Government of Andhra Pradesh issued
Andhra Pradesh Information Technology Rules (Electronic Service Delivery), 2011 in order to provide
legal sanctity to the digitally signed certificates. It was also made mandatory for Departments to
migrate to electronic service delivery within a period of three years. This ensured that departments
moved to electronic delivery of services with in a period of time. These initial steps played a vital role
in helping the state in stabilizing the initiative right from the beginning.
IT Readiness of Departments
Convincing other departments and bringing them under the Mee Seva parasol was another and
perhaps one of the most challenging tasks the team had to undertake. Inter departmental
coordination meetings were arranged regularly with key departments to ensure that they join the
bandwagon. When the top level officers concentrated on convincing the department, the rest of the
team worked on identifying the level of IT Readiness of each department. The team soon learned
that the IT Readiness of different departments was facing different directions.
The team had to start from the basics. They visited and invested time in those departments to
understand their processes and requirements. Once the AS-IS study and requirement mapping were
done, the team communicated the same to the Application Developers. They also provided support
and expert advice to the departments to digitize their legacy data.
The team studied the hardware gaps and necessity and helped the department in establishing
Backend hardware, wherever required. This ensured that the hardware available in the department
were capable and adequate enough to support high transaction applications.
Similarly, to improve the connectivity 2Mbps connectivity were provided to the offices as well as
kiosks through APSWAN or Internet.
District eGovernance Societies
Another bold step from the state came in the form of District e-Governance Societies. Such societies
were formed, registered and empowered to function as nodal agencies for the implementation of
Mee Seva. These DeGSs, too, played a vital role in implementing Mee Seva. With the help of these
DeGSs, the central team did many capacity building activities in every districts and mandals and
ensured that the IT awareness levels of department officers were enhanced. In the similar manner,
training for using digital signatures was also given to the concerned officers.
Slowly, but steadily Mee Seva grew in numbers with passing of each day. By January 2012, Mee Seva
had established 400 centers in the state and was delivering 12 services to citizens. The transactions
count had already crossed 60,000 by then. The journey continued and finally, by that financial year
ending, Mee Seva had managed to set up 1147 centers and was delivering 25 services (See Exhibit 2).
The state also went for the rapid roll out, extending Mee Seva services to all 23 districts by June 2012.
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Architecture
One of the advantages of Mee Seva is it’s a centralized architecture (See Exhibit 3). The entire
solution was hosted at a state of art State Data Center. The Web Based System, which was deployed
at a central location, ensured that the services were easily accessible to all the stakeholders, anytime
and anywhere. The n-tier web-based solution, i.e. Web based application, was developed along with
PKI Engine and Payment Processing systems. The project worked on an Integrated Service Delivery
Model to provide a single entry point for a wide range of services to the citizens. It also brought in a
digital PKI enabled integrated architecture through multiple service delivery points by blending
various pre-existing state initiatives with the Mission-mode Projects like State Data Center (SDC),
State Wide Area Network (SWAN) and Common Service centers (CSCs).
Mee Seva adopted the concept of central pooling of records. The records were digitally signed and
stored in the database and were rendered using a web-service. Additionally the fact that
citizens/officers can verify the authenticity of such digitally signed electronically made such
documents tamper proof.
For processing the service requests pertaining to the departments, the concerned department user
had to log in either into the departmental portal or Mee Seva directly with a secure user id, password
and digital certificate. The portal would then display all the requests received from the citizens at
various centres like APOnline/eSeva/CSC etc. The entire process was done through single sign on
facility and this allowed seamless operation of various interfaces and systems. Once the department
user processed the requests by conducting field verification, he updated the status and remarks
accordingly on the Mee Seva portal. Thus the system reduced a lot of manual efforts by
consolidating the data and also made the decision-making process an easy task. Besides, it also
provided integration between heterogeneous systems cutting across departments.
The project also brought in strict adherence to the citizen charter time limits and ushered in a whole
new paradigm of across the counter services concept through massive porting and bulk signing of
databases.

2012-13
The first quarter of the financial year witnessed a dramatic growth pattern. The services were
extended to all 23 districts. Mee Seva added 12 more services and additional 2500+ centers to its
basket. By June end, the total transactions had reached up to 3lakhs. Mee Seva continued adding
departments and services to its list and by November 2012, when it became 1 year old, it had around
5000 centers, 53 services and had already crossed 75,00,000 transactions mark.
Success of any initiative lies not only in its usefulness but also in its popularity. Mee Seva, too, utilized
that principle. It used various combinations of media platforms, such as: Electronic Media, Television,
Print Media, and Display Boards etc., to gain popularity among the citizens. In addition to these, Mee
Seva also rewarded the high performance and at the same time penalized the inefficiencies severely.
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These steps ensured that Mee Seva had not only made an efficient delivery channel for the citizens,
but also had made a strong and sound business model for its stake holders. This in return helped
Mee Seva and its stakeholders to wipe out its dependencies on Government agencies for budget.
Innovative Features
The Project successfully tried out INNOVATIVE, NOVEL and hitherto UNKNOWN practices and
thereby unraveled the mysteries and did burst the myths surrounding and hampering the country’s
e-Govt. space for the last ten years. In the process, Mee Seva reduced the service delivery time and
improved the customer service experience dramatically (See Exhibit 4). Some of the ‘many firsts’ of
the project are:


Categorization of services - Since the first priority was to deliver services across the counter,
services were categorized into Cat. A and B. Cat. A service was to be delivered across the
counter by accessing the departmental databases by pre signing them in bulk with digital
signatures. More than one third of Mee Seva transactions were category A, thus making it
easier for citizens to get their tasks done in a single visit.



Digital signing of databases including bulk signing - Using the newly developed web-based
application, the data ported to the central databases was pre-signed digitally. For this
purpose all the authorities, who were authorized to sign were provided with Class 3 digital
signature certificates and trained to use them. Bulk signing was adopted to increase the pace
of signing manifold. This had never been tried before at this scale and was tamper-proof
allowing audit trail to be maintained for all transactions.



Single sign-on - It was implemented so that the departmental user moves seamlessly
between departmental and Mee Seva application.



State Electronic Certificate Repository (SECR) - All the certificates and documents issued by
Mee Seva were stored at a virtual location called SECR. SECR was placed in the public domain
for verification of the certificates (issued under Mee Seva) using the unique Application
number.



Creation of new databases - It was expected that during the month of June-August, there will
be a huge demand from students for certificates for social benefits such as income, residence
and caste certificates. This data was initially collected at School/college level for Class X and
above students, and then verified and digitally signed by Tahsildars. This signed data was
kept in a new database, so as to deliver this service under Category A when the need arises.



Secured stationery - Secured stationery with 8 security features was used to deliver the
certificates, to make duplication difficult. Online Verification, of course was possible by using
the SECR.
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The success of Mee Seva also put an end to the tyranny of ink signatures. Most of the functionaries
ranging from Tehsildars to Police SHOs to municipal commissioners had been using digital signatures
to process Mee Seva requests, thus making it the country’s largest such system.
Accessibility and User Convenience
Mee Seva had really made service delivery very convenient for the citizen (See Exhibit 5 & 6). Prior to
the launch of Mee Seva project, applicants used to visit the respective departments to avail services,
many a times applicants were forced to visit these offices to get their certificates. After the
implementation of Mee Seva, 37% of the applicants were able to get their certificates within one visit.
In other cases, applicants had to visit the Mee Seva Center only two times to avail the services.
Applicants need not visit the Mee Seva Centers or respective department offices as efforts had been
taken to closely monitor the SLAs by the concerned authorities for the timely delivery of services to
the applicants.
In the past, for issue of Caste, Residence, Income certificates of students, the application were
physically submitted at Tahsildar Office. This was followed by field verification by concerned
VRA/VRO and after receiving the report, Tahsildar used to issue physically ink signed certificates.
During the high demand months of June-August / admission closing dates, Tahsildar office used to
receive more than 1000 applications in a day, which resulted in inordinate delays or issue of
certificates without verification.
Under the revised process, Mee Seva was able to issue certificates across the counter within 15
minutes in most of the cases. This was made possible by creation of new databases for the high
demand segment of 10th, 12th and Degree students. Data was collected at the school/college level,
verified by field functionaries and the final verified certificates were placed in a new database called
ISES database. When a student approaches Mee Seva center, a search would done for the student
data, and if the digitally signed data is available, the certificate would be issued across the counter. If
the student data is not available, application would be routed to the concerned officials to process
the application. Since approximately 30 lakh students were included in the database, most of the
certificates were delivered across the counter within 15 minutes. Similarly for Registration
Department, Certified copies of Registration Documents were placed in the centralized database for
immediate delivery.
Government Process Re-engineering (GPRs)
Government process re-engineering was done to improvise overall efficiency of Government service
delivery. IT&C department had envisioned procedural changes in various government processes to
enable faster delivery of services, optimization of operational cost and improvement in quality of
service delivery. The GPRs were identified in various departments and implemented in various
dimensions including technology, human resources, organization procedures etc. WEBLAND for
Revenue Department, ISES certificates (for caste, income and nativity), Centralized CARD for
Registration Department and Universal Birth & Death Certificate for Municipality & Panchayats and
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Centralized CDMA system (Commissioner & Director of Municipal Administration); software
applications were created. These eliminated unnecessary sections of traditional departmental
processes, incorporating advanced technology for automating the services and redesigning existing
workflow to reduce overall efforts.
WEBLAND
Webland system is a web based, centralized land records management system aimed at efficient
management of land records and providing quicker and Across-The-Counter services to citizen. It
manages 4.25 crores land records belonging to 1.50 crores Agricultural Land Owners along with Crop
details. Entire revenue records were digitized, ported and digitally signed by respective Tahsildars for
rendering revenue services across the counter. It has the provision to carryout mutations.
Government lands are categorized into 34 categories and are allotted Unique Codes.
Earlier land records in Andhra Pradesh were available in respective 1128 Tahsil Offices in a
decentralized mode. Software version control was a problem. It required 1128 Oracle database
licenses. There were no tools to monitor to accuracy of the data. No technical persons were available
at Mandal level. No uniform Land codes were adopted by Tahsildars. Data was not reusable and not
interoperable with other departments’ data.
Integrated Socio-Economic Survey of Students (ISES)
As part of the Mee Seva, the Government took a decision to conduct a survey of all students
studying in SSC (Class X) and above and create a digitally signed database of their Income, Residence
and Integrated (Caste-Nativity-Date of Birth) Certificates. A web based application- ISES, for this
purpose, was designed and developed by National Informatics Centre, Hyderabad, to aid the
department in the preparation of the digitally signed database of student records so as to enable
electronic delivery of the above mentioned certificates across the counter (Category A services)
during the high demand admission period.
ISES application became operational since 1st January, 2012. Till date, 1.5 lakh Income Certificates, 1.5
lakh Integrated Certificates, and 0.30 lakh Residence Certificates have been issued to the students
across the counter from various Mee Seva centers/kiosks.
Centralized CARD Application
Digital document repository of various registration documents was available with Registration
Department in respective SRO offices in a decentralized mode since 1983. From August 2012 onwards
department had put efforts to convert distributed database into centralized database, which
contained 2.11 crores various registration documents till date. Centralized CARD application enabled
citizens to avail most of the services across-the-Counter anywhere in a particular jurisdiction.
These progressive reforms led development of innovative business models in Government service
delivery; thus removing inconsistencies in the system and enhancing efficiency of SLAs (time, cost,
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resources etc.). The systems were developed by optimizing, redefining and automating existing
Government processes benefitting citizens and various Government departments.
Result Achieved/Value delivered to the beneficiaries of the project
Mee Seva believes in the principle that what cannot be measured cannot be fixed and therefore
improved. In view of this, it advertently brought in measurable goals in the form of services and
citizen transactions. As on September 2013, there are more than 1.5 Lakh transactions per day. This is
expected to rise up to 2 lakh transactions per day, or 6 core transactions per year with the
introduction of additional services. Assuming a citizen saves Rs. 1000 per transaction, the annual
savings of the citizens is a whopping Rs. 6000 cores! And this much black money is actually
prevented from entering into circulation (See Exhibit 7).
Mee Seva is a holistic application of four indispensable and equally important ingredients, namely the
application of innovative technology, a convincing concept and business model in the form of
franchise based centers, policies combined with a strong political leadership and adequate
infrastructure.
Communication and Dissemination Strategy
IT&C department utilized the power of communication in effective implementation of Mee Seva
project and has innovatively devised an exclusive communication strategy utilizing various media
platforms such as: Electronic Media, Television, Print Media, and Display Boards etc. along with
established PR techniques to connect with various stakeholders of the projects. Mee Seva
communication strategy incorporates various key segments where information is required to be
communicated to stakeholders such as: capacity building, awareness, stakeholder motivation &
enhanced participation, feedback/grievance management, conflict resolution, developing common
interactive forums etc (See Exhibit 8).
Mee Seva Portal
Mee Seva Portal is an online mode of communication for Government, citizens and kiosk operators.
Social media tools (e.g., Facebook)
Mee Seva face book page was created and managed by Project Management Unit (PMU), where
citizens can directly interact with PMU on various issues and participate in cohesive development of
the project. Regular updates on news, events, service launch etc. is being done on the page by PMU.
Television Media
IT&C Department had collaborated with MANA TV to impart Mee Seva trainings through television.
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Citizen Charter Boards
Citizen Charter Boards providing details such as service name, timelines, service levels, charges etc.,
was placed in Mee Seva centers. These boards helped citizens to have easy access to information by
just going through the citizen charter information.
Mee Seva Award Functions
Mee Seva Award Functions were conducted on achieving key milestones (Completion of 1 Crore and
2 Crore Mee Seva Transactions) and IT excellence awards were distributed to government
department officials and kiosk operators who had performed exceptionally well in implementation
of Mee Seva Services.
Discussion Forum
Citizens and Kiosk operators can participate in the online forum by placing their queries, suggestions
etc; which were recorded and redirected to Mee Seva Project Management Unit (Mee Seva PMU) for
further processing. This forum provides an alternative and valuable mode of communication where
citizens can communicate their problem in a public forum and also get a feeling of trust as the
problems are immediately addressed by Mee Seva PMU.
1100 (Call Centre)
Citizens/kiosk operators can call customer care people where feedback/grievance details were
registered detailing the issues and tickets were raised and redirected to concerned agency or
government department for problem resolution.
Workshops/Trainings
IT&C Department collaborated with Institute of e Governance (IEG), Hyderabad to organize trainings
to kiosk operators and department officials on Mee Seva services. Monthly Training calendar was
prepared and communicated to government offices and kiosk operators. 14181 department officials
and kiosk operators had been trained till 9th July 2013 by capacity building team of IT&C department
Video Conferencing
State Secretariat to District/Mandal video conferences were conducted to communicate various
developments regarding Mee Seva project as well as to discuss various issues pertaining to effective
implementation of Mee Seva.
Economic Sustainability
The project was launched with an initial seed investment of Rupees 9 Crores. But the user fee model
allows ploughing back the revenues for maintenance, development and upgrading of services. User
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charges are fixed considering the profitability for various stake holders involved in the project
without unduly burdening the citizen. With 2 Crore transactions by now, project has already made
more than Rs 70 Crores in user fees and recovered the entire initial investment allowing decent
returns for all the stakeholders, which are being shared amongst them. More than 28%/20% (A/B
Category) is shared with respective departments (to maintain the databases, necessary
infrastructure, capacity building), 26%/14% (A/B Category) with Director, ESD (to maintain Mee Seva
Infrastructure/application maintenance), 14%/9% (A/B Category) with Authorized Service Providers
(SCA, Monitoring & Infrastructure) while the majority of 32%/57% (A/B Category) is shared with the
Mee Seva center which is a cutting edge interface at the local level. This has made the project selfsustainable (Exhibit 9).
The project has already attained critical mass and with multiple stakeholders both within and outside
the government, it would be virtually impossible for anybody to reverse the processes and gains
achieved. The sharing pattern of User charges (in Rs.) is as shown in exhibit
Technical Sustainability
The entire ownership of the data vests with the Department itself. All the data is located in colocated Departmental servers in a highly secured environment in SDC, where all the Security policies
are under implementation. Additional hardware has been provided to some Departments from IT&C
on need-basis. NMS is in place and firewalls are functional.
Class-3 digital signatures have been issued to all the Departmental officers and kiosk operators for
accessing Mee Seva portal for delivery of services. All the certificates issued are being stored at the
SECR for future on-line verification through the portal. SECR also serves as a repository, where
certificates issued under Category B (involving Departmental work-flow and field level verification)
are stored and can be re-issued second time across the Counter (Cat. A).
The Mee Seva Portal is integrated with PKI components such as Form Signer & Form Signer Pi for
authenticating the respective individual for accessing the portal as well as for processing the
requests through digital signatures. Mee Seva Portal uses standard Web technologies and
techniques such as Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), HTTP redirects, cookies, JavaScript, and strong
symmetric key encryption to deliver the single sign-in service. The sign-in, sign-out, and registration
pages are centrally hosted in the Mee Seva Portal.
LINKAGES FOR FINANCIAL PROCESSES
Payment Processing
As all ‘Mee Seva’ transactions are financial transactions which take place in ‘Mee Seva’ service
centers. The SCAs are responsible to remit the collections arising out of ‘Mee Seva’ transactions to
Government. Hence at the time confirming the receipt of service request in ‘Mee Seva’ system, the
details of service request are recorded in the SCA database through SCA specific web service. After
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receiving a valid response from the web service, further processing related to the service request
takes place in the ‘Mee Seva’ system.
Electronic Funds Transfer System (eFTS)
Electronic Fund Transfer System (eFTS) enables ‘Mee Seva’ system to automatically transfer
statutory charges collected through various ‘Mee Seva’ service centers/ kiosks to respective
department accounts. eFTS enables to consolidate all funds collected through various ‘Mee Seva’
centers in one central account in state capital (aka Pooling Account) and transfer funds electronically
to the respective department accounts at a regular frequency. SCAs transfer the statutory charges
collected for rendering various services into their respective bank accounts in a nodal bank. The
nodal bank then transfers the amounts in SCAs’ amounts into ‘Mee Seva’ Pooling Account. Then
‘Mee Seva’ system generates FTO (Fund Transfer Orders) which is sent to the nodal bank. Nodal
bank processes all the FTOs and money is transferred to respective department bank accounts. SCAs
transfer the money collected from their ‘Mee Seva’ service centers into SCA Pooling Account in the
Nodal Bank. Periodically on the advice of Director, Electronic Delivery of Services (EDS) Department,
the amount in SCA Pooling Account is transferred to ‘Mee Seva’ Pooling Account in the same Nodal
Bank. The amount in the ‘Mee Seva’ Pooling Account is then transferred to the respective
Department Accounts in different banks, through FTOs generated by the ‘Mee Seva’ system, again
on the advice of Director, EDS. The fund transfer to Department accounts is processed through RBI
gateway using RTGS and NEFT systems. ‘Mee Seva’ system also generated all necessary fund transfer
statements that are necessary for reconciliation between multiple stakeholders.
Capacity Building
IT&C Department has collaborated with IEG, Hyderabad to organize trainings to kiosk operators and
department officials on Mee Seva services. Monthly Training calendar is prepared and communicated
to government offices and kiosk operators, who can attend the training as per the schedule. 14,181
department officials and kiosk operators have been trained till 9th July 2013 by capacity building team
of IT&C department (See Exhibit 10).




Overall 583 Training sessions have been conducted for 59 services of 8 Government
Departments.
5606 have been trained out of 7368 Kiosk operators enrolled for the Mee Seva training.
8575 have been trained out of 10671 Departmental officials enrolled for the Mee Seva
training.

Feedback Mechanism
The feedback from the beneficiaries was obtained periodically by teams visiting the centers and was
used for improving the system. For e.g. in high volume centers, where scanning of documents was
resulting in long queues, high-speed scanners were introduced with scanning by a dedicated team in
the kiosk. Beneficiary feedback was also being collected from the citizen using the call-center 1100. A
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third-party evaluation carried out by Institute of Public Enterprise, Hyderabad across all the 23
districts stated that the number of respondents who expressed positive opinion towards Mee Seva
exceeded 90%. The survey done by Chittoor district where the first pilot was introduced brought out
similar findings. Digital Empowerment Foundation (DEF) found that citizens are happy with the time
frame and were happy having to pay no extra costs and no running around multiple departments for
availing these services. The project also bridged the digital divide by allowing uniform access to
services to the digitally illiterate population. The daily transactions and their disposal were also
exhibited through an LED board outside State Secretariat and District Headquarters for better
transparency and beneficiary feedback (See Exhibit 11).






‘Mee Seva’ REQUEST TRACKING SYSTEM (MRTS)
1100
Online Discussion Forum with FAQ
Help Desk email ID
PMU email ID

Mee Seva has been successful in identifying innovative and appropriate solutions to various issues
pertaining to various functional areas of the projects, which has ultimately benefitted in effectively
and accurately managing various day to day transactions and ensuring ease of communications
stakeholders: citizens, government officials, kiosk operators etc.
Replicability and Future Enhancement Plan
Replicability at State level - Both vertical and lateral expansion became very easy and it has also
boiled down to a matter of plug and play job. The addition of departments, districts, services, kiosks
helped the state achieve scale, scope and learning economies. The expansion of Mee Seva from 1
district/120 centers/10 services/2 departments to 23 districts/7000 centers/157 services/15
departments in just about a year’s time itself is an example of this.
Replicability at National Level: Mee Seva has already been adopted as a National model for delivering
G2C services. The eDistrict MMP was redesigned, taking Mee Seva inputs, making it become ready
for replication pan-India. The DeitY (GoI) has already sanctioned grants to AP to replicate Mee Seva
in 5 states and convert Mee Seva into components to be placed in the National eGov app store for
wider use.
Future modifications/enhancements
In the next step, once public confidence is fully achieved, secured stationery will be removed, and
these services will be rendered through the Mee Seva portal. PDFs of these documents will be
delivered online, and may be printed by the User at his convenience. This will be followed by having a
light-weight mobile version of this application, thereby bringing AP in line with the most advanced
nations in terms of service delivery.
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Key Learning
Mee Seva is seen as a realization of the direct and manifested will of the citizen. The political
leadership channelized the demand generated by the people into the effective delivery of citizencentric services. It also allowed a relook into age-old archaic procedures, which were no longer
relevant. The reengineering of the business processes of the departments became both the
prerequisite as well as the byproduct of Mee Seva. The efficiency levels of departments have also
increased as IT deployment drastically reduced their avoidable workload.
The achievement of Mee Seva can also be measured in terms of the wider digital inclusion of the
entire population of Andhra Pradesh towards development and growth. The key learning is that the
Projects like Mee Seva should avoid the deeply rooted technological determinism which assumes
that the layering of ICTs in development alone will automatically solve many pre-existing constraints
related to gender, caste, feudalism, privilege and traditional exercises of power, factors which limit
the real potential of ICTs in citizen centric service delivery in particular and development in general.
The project also holds a lesson that thorough preparatory work is important to avoid mishaps or
breakdowns in service delivery, availability and updating of accurate data, adherence to timelines
indicated in Citizen Charters, monitoring the performance & dynamic evaluation from time to time.
The project has been a success mainly because of the involvement of multiple stakeholders with
specific motivations, all seamlessly fusing towards a common goal.
Mee Seva is a simple, home-grown initiative which has evolved every passing day through the efforts
of thousands of stake holders all across the state. The big learning is to involve all the stakeholders’
right throughout the project cycle and allow the project to evolve. The push from Hon'ble Chief
Minister of Andhra Pradesh, helped in getting the departmental buy-in truly exemplifying the need
for political will in such changes. The mixture of success here is a noble thought, committed
individuals, supporting technology and some impatience.
Economies of Scale, Scope and Learning
Mee Seva approach to service delivery needed a complete transformation in capacity which was
strategized to be achieved by bringing in Innovation in organizational and Technological Model. A
complete realization that the process had to move through all the stages starting from visioning and
leading to a sustainable model of service delivery was the cornerstone of the overall strategy.
Technology driven efforts were planned, assigned and implemented for various departments to
increase efficiency in service delivery; department processes were re-engineered considering
feasibility of implementation and participation from various stakeholders was ensured for problem
solving and decision making. Resource utilization was maximized by incorporating innovative
procedures and expanding domain expertise among government departments to increase their
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overall capacity. Mee Seva approach also made it possible to achieve multiple economies of scale,
scope and learning leading to enhanced capacities and ease of expansion.
Breaking the Department Silos
Various departments exist to facilitate and simplify the government functions. However, when a
citizen has to approach different departments for a single request, it complicates his life and effort.
Mee Seva successfully addressed this concern. It facilitates the interaction between different
departments thus sparing citizens from the pain of knocking the doors of different departments for
a single application/request. For example, Mee Seva facilitated communication and data transfer/file
movement between Revenue and Registration department.

2013-14
Mee Seva currently offers more than 161 high impact services. This is expected to go up to 300 in the
next 6 months. The project has already crossed 2.5 crore transactions and most of the government
departments are on board now. The target is to ensure that Mee Seva becomes the entry and exit
point for the citizen to approach the government for any service. The project also delivers more
than 20 crore transactions every year for other services like Bill Payments, thus making it the
country’s biggest one stop e-governance shop.
When Appaiah had a second baby in 2012, he got the birth certificate of his baby girl in a matter of 15
minutes! And in 2013, when Appaiah’s father wanted a copy of his land records for applying for a
bank loan, Appaiah, took him to the nearest Mee Seva center and got a copy of Land Record for his
father in 15 minutes. It was a time when all the Tehsildars and officers were on leave because of the
State political agitation. Had it been a situation before/without Mee Seva, Appaiah and his father
would have waited for days and spend lot of time, money and energy for getting that certificate. As
all the land records were digitized and stored in the database, they didn’t have to wait for the
Officers to return after the strike. It was readily available across the counter. While walking home
with his father, he recollected the incident that happened with him in 2010 when his first baby was
born. That time he had walked home disappointed. But now, he felt happy and more than that he
felt proud…proud that his government has done so much for him and his fellow beings to make
their life easy.
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Exhibit 1: Category A & Category B Process Flow

Category A services are delivered across the counter within 15 minutes, as relevant departmental
information/documents have been digitized and stored in “centralized electronic database” State
Data Center (SDC) and readily available in digitized form for disbursal of services across the counter.
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E-Certificates are generated in the software system and printed on secured stationary and issued
across the counter to the applicant citizens “electronics service delivery”. The approved certificates
are kept in digitized form in SDC for future reference.
Category B service-citizen applications requiring “Notices/Hearings/Field Inspections” are
electronically “electronic workflow” sent to respective government official for further processing
(approve/reject). E-Certificates are generated in the software system after due approval from the
designated government authority and delivered to applicant citizens “electronics service delivery”.
The approved certificates are kept in digitized form in SDC for future reference.
Category of Services
Category A
Category B
Total

Number of Services

Percentage Distribution

26
131
157

17%
83%
100%

Exhibit 2: The journey of Mee Seva
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Exhibit 3: Mee Seva Architecture

Exhibit 4: Impact of Mee Seva
S
N

Parameter

Earlier manual process

Mee Seva process

1

Citizen satisfaction level on
Poor
service

Very Good

2

Time taken for delivery of
3-15 days
services under Category – A

15 minutes across the counter

Time taken for delivery of
10 – 60 days
service under CAT –B

As per
timelines

3 Service availability

Only at the
authority office

issuing

Adangal - Rs.300 to
Rs.1000
(including
multiple visits, brokerage
Citizen time and money spent etc.)
4
in availing service.
Certified
copy
of
Registration – Rs. 500 to
Rs.1000

the

citizen

charter

7000+ Mee Seva Counters
Rs. 25/- within 15 minutes

Rs.25/- within 15 minutes
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6

RoR 1B - Rs. 500 to
Rs.1000

Rs.25/- within 15 minutes

Birth certificate Rs. 500
to Rs.1000

Rs.25/- within 15 minutes

Processing time of issuing
3 to 15 days
authority – CAT A services

NIL

Processing time of issuing
10 to 60 days
authority – Cat. B services

A per citizen charter (1 to 60 days
depending on the departmental
verification and approval process)

7 Transparency in information

Nil or negligible

As the citizen was
travelling to different
Contribution to reduction of
offices
for
different
congestion
and
8 traffic
services,
he/she
pollution
contributes for traffic
congestion and pollution

9 Procedure in availing service

Citizens can verify the status of
their data application/request on
Mee Seva portal and at service
delivery center.
As travel to different offices is
avoided- contributes to reduction
in
traffic
congestion
and
pollution, and saving in manhours.

Highly insulated, higher
Simple: Very minimum info is
documentation
and
required from citizen to avail
sometime needs advise
service
of third party

Exhibit5: Comparative Analysis with Original Project
E-Seva

MeeSeva

Geographical Spread

ESeva had only 350
centers, limited only to
urban areas.

MeeSeva has pan state spread in both urban and
rural areas with more than 7000 centers.

Services provided

Mostly Bill payments,
collections, forwarding
applications to
departments for
certificates

MeeSeva facilitates end to end automation of various
Government Services, such as: Certificates Caste,
Income, Residence, Birth, Death, Certified Copy of
Property document etc.). Services are classified as
Category A "across the counter services" and the
balance services involving mandatory Departmental
work-flow and field verification are classified as
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Category B.

Three tier architecture
with 250 kbps DB link.

Three tier Architecture using Microsoft technologies
.NET, MS SQL and State of the art Digital Signature
Certificates. Single portal for all entities of system,
7000 Kiosks, Departments and MeeSeva

Number of
Kiosks

Around 2000 eSeva
kiosks across the state

More than 7000 MeeSeva kiosks across the state

Payment
Settlement

Difficult to settle
payments to
Departments. No
consolidation at State
level. Payments to
participating
departments at district
level manually.

Automated electronic fund transfer system to
departments.

Application
Tracking

No information to
citizen on application
status.

SMS alerts to citizen at every stage of application.

Certificate
Delivery

Delivery of certificates
after physical receipt of
the same.

Delivery across the counter and within citizen charter.

Electronics
Secure Database
(SECR)

No electronic record for
future verification.

State Electronic Certificate Repository for all
certificates issued and Applications filed is
maintained.

Approval
Process (Digital
Signature)

Certificates issued
through manual Ink
signatures.

Issued using Digital Signature Certificate and can be
verified online.

IT Infrastructure

Ineffective utilization of
State IT Infrastructure.

All components of NeGP (SWAN, SDC, SSDG) are
effectively utilized.

No effective steps in
capacity building.

District level teams are formed comprising
administrative, technical and operations experts.
Continuous training programs are conducted for
operators and department personnel. Manuals are
prepared for each service. Online training through
central broad casting video channel.

Design

Functionality

Capacity
Building
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Technology

Platform

JAVA, TOMCAT and
Oracle Database with
Leased lines and backup
with ISDN.

Hybrid technology platform incorporating multiple
NeGP projects: SSDG, eDistrict etc.

Intel with Microsoft
products and Oracle

Exhibit 6: Comparative Analysis with Original Project
Comparative Analysis of pre- & Post- implementation in terms
Service Access points

Low reach to citizens, few government
offices as access points.

Massive Outreach to the people with
the spread of more than 7000
MeeSeva kiosks across the State.

Service Charges Paid
by User

Not Defined

The cost to the user in Category A
service is Rupees 25. The cost to the
user for availing Category B services is
Rupees 35 only. For Printing of more
than 1 page an amount of Rupees 2/
per page is charged. The cost for the
Application Form is Rupees 2.

Travel cost

High: Citizens living in remote rural areas
had to travel long distances for reaching
the Mandal headquarters or the District
headquarters where such services could
be accessed. Thus it was a timeconsuming and costly affair for a
common man to access citizen services.

Logistics cost has been reduced as
MeeSeva Centers have increased
Government’s reach to citizens; as
citizen can now have access to
MeeSeva kiosks within the vicinity.

Indirect Cost Incurred
By User

High: Assuming minimum 1000 Rs were
spent for getting a certificate in the past,
Total indirect cost to citizen costs can be
calculated to 3000 crores/year (3 crore
transactions/year * 1000 Rs/Transaction).

MeeSeva have a stringent system to
address various citizen charter defining
the SLA (delivery time & service
charges) for each of the 159 services
onboard which helps in confining extra
cost to citizens

Huge network of more than 7000
kiosks, where citizens can directly have
access to reduce any extra logistics
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cost
Comprehensiveness of
Service/Information
Provided

No information on official timelines of
service delivery, lack online information
system.

Various information (citizen charter,
training material etc.) required to be
communicated to citizens are
disseminated through various media,
uniformity of information across the
media maintained.

Mode of Service
Delivery

Offline through Regional Government
Offices

MeeSeva provides online service
delivery through more than 7000
kiosks across the state. MeeSeva
facilitates convenience of time (8 AM
to 8 PM), location (more than 7000
CSCs) and mode of service delivery
(Online, CSCs), justifying the concept of
anytime, anywhere service.

Citizen Charter (Time
No Legal Mandate as such to monitor the
to Deliver the Services) time of service delivery to citizens

MeeSeva has a Citizen Charter in place
for 159 services, which has helped in
drastically reducing service delivery
time. 33% category A services
delivered across the counter,
remaining category B are delivered as
per the citizen charter

Green e-Governance
(power & paper
consumption, disposal
of e-Waste etc.)

 Centralized architecture eliminating
the requirement of huge hardware
establishment at regional levels has
saved lots of power consumption
and e-waste.

Revenue Collection

Paperwork-intensive government
processes, requiring huge paper
consumption.

No Revenue Collection for Government,
as service charges were not collected
officially for Service Delivery. Unofficially
citizens had to spend huge sums for
getting various certificates.

 All the services are online, served
through MeeSeva kiosks, saving the
papers used for government
approval process for delivery of
various services.
User charges are fixed for category A &
B services in the citizen charter,
considering the profitability for various
stake holders involved in the project
without unduly burdening the citizen.
With 2 Crore transactions by now,
project has already made more than Rs
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70 Crores
Capacity Building (No.
of persons trained)
etc.














Not Avaiable

IT&C Department has collaborated
with IEG, Hyderabad to organize
trainings to kiosk operators and
department officials on MeeSeva
services. Monthly Training calendar is
prepared and communicated to
government offices and kiosk
operators, who can attend the training
as per the schedule. 14,181
department officials and kiosk
operators have been trained till 9th July
2013 by capacity building team of IT&C
department

Mee Seva, eliminated the need to visit multiple Government offices to receive various
services. All Government department services were rendered through one stop shop Mee
Seva Kiosk
Mee Seva, facilitated convenience of time (8 AM to 8 PM), location (more than 7000 CSCs)
and mode of service delivery (Online, CSCs), justifying the concept of anytime, anywhere
service.
Exclusion of complexity and hassles of traditional system (physical forms, amount of
irrelevant information exchange, long queues etc.) is the key transformation area facilitating
transparency & simplicity of procedure to citizens.
Coordination on information management among various departments had saved multiple
visits for citizens as central database facilitates all departmental databases at one place;
which had also extended the boundaries of data access for the Government Departments
cutting through silos.
Government policy reforms (digital signatures) to improve the legal framework of electronics
service delivery have improved data security measures and have increased citizens’ faith in
Mee Seva.
Reduction in number of citizen visits to CSCs by establishing appropriate databases, availing
on time information to CSCs avoiding any delay in service and avoiding multiple citizen visits.
Drastic reduction in service delivery time. 33% category A services delivered across the
counter, remaining category B are delivered as per the citizen charter through more than
7000 kiosks reducing logistics cost and eliminating role of agents/brokers/touts etc. Assuming
minimum 1000 Rs were spent for getting a certificate in the past, now total citizen savings can
be calculated to 3000 crores/year (3 crore transactions/year * 1000 Rs/Transaction).
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Easy access to service providers, as Government has facilitated multiple feedback platforms
(24*7 call center, Forums, Social Media etc.), where citizens can directly contact service
providers for registering their feedback.

Exhibit 7: Improvement in delivery time of services
MeeSeva process has brought in improvement in the delivery time of services as given below:
Category A Services

SN
O.

CATEGORY A

DEPARTM
ENT

EARSTWHILE
SCENARIO

CURRENT SCENARIO

NUMBER OF
VISITS

DURAT
ION

NUMBER OF
VISITS

DURATIO
N

1

CURRENT ADANGAL /
PAHANI

REVENUE

MULTIPLE

5-10
DAYS

1 (ACROSS THE
COUNTER)

15
MINUTES

2

INTEGRATED CASTE
CERTIFICATE

REVENUE

MULTIPLE

30
DAYS

1 (ACROSS THE
COUNTER)

15
MINUTES

3

CERTIFIED COPY OF
REGISTRATION
DOCUMENT

REGISTRA
TION

MULTIPLE

15-20
DAYS

1 (ACROSS THE
COUNTER)

15
MINUTES

4

BIRTH CERTIFICATE –
CDMA

MUNICIPA
LITY

MULTIPLE

5-10
DAYS

1 (ACROSS THE
COUNTER)

15
MINUTES

5

ROR - 1B

REVENUE

MULTIPLE

15-20
DAYS

1 (ACROSS THE
COUNTER)

15
MINUTES

Category B Services

S.
NO

1

CATEGORY B

MISSING / LOST DOCUMENTS /
ARTICLES POLICE

DEPART
MENT

POLICE

ERSTWHILE
SCENARIO

CURRENT SCENARIO

NUMBER OF
VISITS

DURAT
ION

NUMBER OF
VISITS

DURAT
ION

MULTIPLE

21
DAYS

2 VISITS TO
KIOSK FOR
TRACKING
THE

7 DAYS
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REQUESTS

2

3

4

5

INCOME CERTIFICATE

RATION CARD MUTATIONS

MUTATION

ENCUMBRANCE CERTIFICATE

REVENUE

CIVIL
SUPPLIES

REVENUE

REGISTRA
TION

MULTIPLE

MULTIPLE

MULTIPLE

MULTIPLE

15
DAYS

2 VISITS TO
KIOSK FOR
TRACKING
THE
REQUESTS

7 DAYS

15
DAYS

2 VISITS TO
KIOSK FOR
TRACKING
THE
REQUESTS

7 DAYS

45
DAYS

2 VISITS TO
KIOSK FOR
TRACKING
THE
REQUESTS

45
DAYS

5 DAYS

2 VISITS TO
KIOSK FOR
TRACKING
THE
REQUESTS

1 DAY

Improvement in measurable indicators
Statistical Comparison “Total e-Transactions at National Level (from 01-01-2013 to 04-07-2013)
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Comparison: State wise % of Total e-Transactions @ National Level
(Top 10 States): from 01-01-2013 to 04-07-2013

Andhra Pradesh is topmost state in number of e-Transactions executed from 1st January’
2013 to 4thJuly’ 2013 with more than 32% of the National Transactions.
Andhra Pradesh holds 1st position among all the states with total of 4, 85, 40, 632 eTransactions from 1st January’ 2013 to 4thJuly’ 2013.
Statistics are taken from etaal.gov.in, managed by DeiTY- GoI and the same has been put
below in a table.





S. No.

State Government Projects
1

Andaman and Nicobar

2

Andhra Pradesh

No. of e-Transactions

S. No.

State Government Projects

7336

19

Lakshadweep

48540632

20

Maharashtra

No. of e-Transactions
479105
10523697

3

Arunachal Pradesh

11346

21

Meghalaya

4

Assam

795422

22

Manipur

5

Bihar

2370082

23

Madhya Pradesh

6

Chattisgarh

3390842

24

Mizoram

92678

7

Chandigarh

164420

25

Nagaland

26059

8

Daman and Diu

9

Delhi

10

Dadar and Nagar Haveli

11

Goa

12

Gujarat

13

Himachal Pradesh

14

Haryana

15

Jharkhand

16

Jammu and Kashmir

17

Karnataka

18

Kerala

633346
17413
3540398

8197

26

Odisha

989950

3260913

27

Punjab

483889

17180

28

Puducherry

160015

29

Rajasthan

2860209

30

Sikkim

240596

31

Tamil Nadu

25142393

32

Tripura

657163

607792

33

Uttarakhand

260846

957959

34

Uttar Pradesh

3857618

19375169

35

West Bengal

4595649

38394
9375670
9564
5124048

1152529
Total e-Transactions from 01-01-2013 to 04-07-2013

149768519

Statistics “Service Category wise (A/B) Number of Trasactions
The figures below clearly indicate that 34% of the total transactions are Category A which means they
have been delivered across the counter.
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Category wise breakup of Total Transactions

Service Category

Number of Transactions

% of Transactions

Cat A Total

82,15,950

34%

Cat B Total

1,62,86,434

67%

Grand Total

2,45,02,385

100.00%

Category B breakup of Total Transactions
Even in Category B, only a meagre 1 % of the transactions are pending beyond the citizen charter time
limits.

Application Status

Number of Transactions

% of Transactions

Approved

1,47,30,461

90%

Rejected

9,43,675

6%

Pending With in SLA

4,54,334

3%

Pending Beyond SLA

1,56,236

1%

Total (Cat B)

1,56,57,575

100.00%
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Exhibit 8: Communication and Dissemination Strategy
MeeSeva Portal

Social media tools (eg, Facebook)
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Television Media

Citizen Charter Boards
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MeeSeva Award Functions

Discussion Forum
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1100 (Call Centre)

Exhibit 9: Economic Sustainability

Category

%
of
Kiosk
Breakup

SCA

Infra

Department

Total user charges with
Service Tax

Amount

8

4

6

7

25

% Share

32

14

26

28

100

Amount

20

3

5

7

35

% Share

57

9

14

20

100

A

B








All critical servers accessible via internet are being protected by a router or firewall
approved by the information technology and communications department
All internet commerce servers including payment servers, database servers, and web
servers are protected by firewalls in a demilitarized zone.
All connection between APSDC internal networks and the internet are through an
approved firewall and related access controls
Intrusion detection systems are installed at the firewall to monitor external hacking
attempts & to monitor changes within the firewall itself.
All systems within APSDC have static IPs.
All suspicious network activities are monitored and blocked.
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Bandwidth utilization reports are generated and logged
The gateway is integrated with the antivirus wall.

Exhibit 10: Capacity Building
Department/Kiosk Operator wise Training Details

Nominations

Trained

%

No. of Department Officials

10671

8575

80%

No. of Kiosk operators

7368

5606

76%

Total

18039

14181

79%



‘Mee Seva’ REQUEST TRACKING SYSTEM (MRTS): Mee Seva’ Request Tracking System
facilitates all the users of ‘Mee Seva’ service delivery platform, to post their technical,
operational or any domain related issues. The users can also submit their suggestions or any
other requirements related to ‘Mee Seva’ services. All the requests received through MRTS
are routed to Technical Support Team who get in touch with various stakeholders based on
the type of problem and update the status back in MRTS. Issues related to Software/System
enhancements are also routed through MRTS and assigned to the ‘Mee Seva’ Development
Team. Users can view the status of their requests along with the solution/resolution provided
by the Technical Support Team. Whenever the request is closed in the system, an alert in the
form of SMS is also sent to the individual.



1100 - This is the call center number. The customers can call this Call number and register their
complaints or seek information.



Online Discussion Forum with FAQ: “(http://meeseva.gov.in/APSDCDeptPortal/User
Interface/ DiscussionPage.aspx)” This Forum is open to the Mee Seva Users, kiosk operators
etc .In this discussion forum, all the frequently asked and recently asked questions are listed.
New queries are also being asked and answered across this Forum.



Help Desk email ID (http://meeseva.gov.in/APSDCDeptPortal/UserInterface/Help-Desk.html):
e-mails can be sent directly to this Help-Desk Mail id for suggestions, complaints and
grievances. Kiosk owners can also seek tech support from this Desk.
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PMU email ID (pmu.meeseva@gmail.com): A single email id: has been created and circulated
among the kiosk operators, department officials and the citizens. Project Management Unit
at IT&C department, AP Secretariat addresses every single issue received through unique
email id (citizen grievance report, change request etc.), coordinates with service providers
and concerned government department(s) to resolve the issue and provides timely issue
resolution status report/feedback to kiosk operators/ citizens. This e-mail id has been
available from the beginning of the Project, and has been very useful from the beginning
itself for inter departmental communication and resolving SCA-CSC problems.

Exhibit 11: Feedback Mechanism

Exhibit 12: Economies of Scale, Scope and Leaning
The objective of Mee Seva is to redefine governance in 21st century by providing smart, citizen
centric, ethical and effective governance facilitated through technology. This entails universal and
non-discriminatory delivery of all government services to citizens of all strata be it urban or rural, rich
or poor and improve efficiency, transparency and accountability at the government-citizen interface
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at all levels of governance.
Mee Seva approach to service delivery needed a complete transformation in capacity which was
strategized to be achieved by bringing in Innovation in organizational and Technological Model. This
was done by going through with the following cycle department after department. A complete
realization that the process had to move through all the stages starting from visioning and leading to
a sustainable model of service delivery was the cornerstone of the overall strategy.
Technology driven efforts were planned, assigned and implemented for various departments to
increase efficiency in service delivery; department processes were re-engineered considering
feasibility of implementation and participation from various stakeholders was ensured for problem
solving and decision making. Resource utilization was maximized by incorporating innovative
procedures and expanding domain expertise among government departments to increase their
overall capacity. Mee Seva approach also made it possible to achieve multiple economies of scale,
scope and learning leading to enhanced capacities and ease of expansion as illustrated below.

Mee Seva has introduced significant changes in delivery of Registration Department Services; the
same has been explained here.
The “Registration & Stamps” department within state of Andhra Pradesh is one of the oldest and
top three revenue generating department providing various services to citizens. Services such as
Encumbrance certificate, registration document copies, Firms and Societies registration and
Registration of Documents are being rendered to citizens.

2 Crore documents
digitized

State Electronic
Certificate Repository

e-Registration
Approx 500 TB of data
digitized till date

Provided service to 16
lakh people in last 1 year

As part of providing such services CARD (Computer Aided Administration of Registration
Department) System a web based, centralized system was developed which is implemented across
the 432 Sub-Registrar offices in Andhra Pradesh. CARD application handles Registration of
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Documents, Valuation of immovable Properties, Collection of Revenue, Stamp Duty, Transfer Duty
and Registration fee, Issue of Certified Copies of Documents, Issue of Encumbrance Certificates,
Registration of Societies, Firms, Chit Funds, Non-trading Companies, and Marriages. Major benefits
of the solution are:



A centralized system with a transparent and secured process with digitally signed documents
maintained in a State Electronic Certificate Repository (SECR).
Registration control with the citizen and thereby more correctness of data and achieving
“Anytime, Anywhere Registration”

Earlier Registration documents were handled separately by each Sub-Registrar office in a
decentralized mode. CARD system has bought in a significant change in the process of Registration
of immovable properties, apart from providing speedy services. The CARD system manages around
2.11 crores of registered documents. In addition CARD system has been successful in achieving the
transparency of administration, particularly the valuation of properties and the duties there on. With
such an enhanced CARD system for registration of documents, e-Registration within the state of
Andhra Pradesh has been achieved with Anytime, Anywhere Registration.
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Additional Exhibit 1: Mee Seva Stake Holders
Mee Seva is a multi-departmental, multi-location, technology-rich initiative, where in Department of
Revenue, Registration, Municipal administration, Education, and service delivery channels are
involved. A technology intensive multi-disciplinary project of this nature requires the entire range of
parallel and sequential activities to converge together around the same time. This exemplifies the
role played by all stakeholders working together as a team. This needed lot of patience,
assertiveness and exceptional ability to listen and reach conclusions after listening to all sides, and
the tendency to speak frankly with everyone, whether they were above or below the authority. Mee
Seva is a completely home grown initiative which has evolved every day without any blue print. This
was possible because every functionary was chipping in with their inputs and contributing to the
growth and evolution of the project. This included the local self-employed youth who opened and
operated these centres and worked tirelessly at the cutting edge, bearing all the teething troubles
and probing questions from the citizen as well as field level officers to render these services within
SLA.

Government Departments
Dept. of Information Technology and Communications
IT&C department played a key-catalyzing role in the entire process. It convinced all other
departments of the utility of this concept and got their processes re-engineered to suit the
technology. It evolved the concept, became the main implementer and technology partner. It
developed the project, got the necessary approvals and budget, and grounded it. Important
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components of the Project were identified, such as creation/updating databases, developing frontend and back-end applications, strengthening connectivity, procuring digital signatures and training
field-functionaries in their usage, establishing additional CSCs etc. and work was started
simultaneously on all these components. Periodic reviews, ironing hiccups and troubleshooting was
done. Change management was a major issue and was handled sensitively, involving all the
stakeholders like the officials, their Employees Associations, kiosk owners and people’s
representatives. Once the ball was set rolling, the skeptics also joined the band-wagon and success
was achieved.
Other Government Departments
The participating departments have supported well in delivering their departmental service through
Mee Seva, organizing the trainings to their departmental staff and following up with the progress of
Mee Seva and adhering to the timelines.
Citizens
Mee Seva being a citizen centric and a 'demand side' project where the incipient demand always
existed, there was extensive cooperation from them by adapting to the new system, submitting the
required documents, paying the stipulated fee, checking for regular updates on services extended
and service levels.
Technology Solution Provider (NIC)
NIC has developed several applications for various departments of GoAP, where they have extended
the data through web service for delivering the services through Mee Seva.
Authorized Service Providers
Ensured smooth functioning of Mee Seva by providing and maintaining IT infrastructure, appointing
authorized agents, training them, providing secured stationery and attending to customers in a userfriendly manner.
Media
The rapid penetration of information is only possible through Media. In publicizing MeeSeva till the
rural level, media has played a very important role. Posters, hoardings, advertisements, pro-active
reporting have all played a role in stabilizing this initiative.
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